
 
    
 

Legendary Atlantic Technology Sound, Streaming & Multi-Room Music 
Wireless 5.1 Home Theater Made Simple with SKAA Artificial Intelligence Self Setup  

 

   
Atlantic Technology’s sound bar prowess rises to an entirely new level with Gatecrasher3. This innovative 
entertainment system is three-products-in-one: A powerful active full-frequency Dolby 3.0 LCR soundbar, a 
Streaming Music System and a Wireless Multiroom Audio System that’s the industry’s first Triple Wireless system 
with 3 advanced technologies for unmatched connectivity, quality and flexibility: SKAA®, Bluetooth and Wi-Fi. 
Add to this its extensive analog and digital inputs and outputs, and Gatecrasher3 is the centerpiece of an elegant, 
expandable modern entertainment system that can even be used in place of an AV Receiver.  
 

1. A Sound Bar Expandable To A Wireless 5.1 Surround Sound Home Theater: This high-performance active 
Dolby 3.0 sound bar can easily add deep bass and expand into a 3.1 system with our FS Series SKAA wireless 
active subwoofers. Or, for a full blown immersive 5.1 Dolby Surround Home Theater, add our optional FS Series 
SKAA wireless active surround speakers. Our automatic SKAA Artificial Intelligence (A.I.) Self Setup means 
installing a high-quality wireless 5.1 Dolby Surround Home Theater has never been faster or easier. 
 

2. An Unlimited Streaming Music System: Unlike any sound bar on the market today Gatecrasher3 features an 
amazing total of 13 audio input sources: 6 popular built-in Wi-Fi® streaming sources: Spotify®, Tidal, Deezer, 
Qobuz, airable free internet radio and DLNA, plus 3 digital wireless input sources: Wi-Fi, Bluetooth® and SKAA and 
add to that 4 wired digital and analog audio inputs: TOSLINK optical, S/PDIF coax, HDMI arc, Stereo RCA.  
 

With all this connectivity, Gatecrasher3 can play music from any cloud service, home music files or personal and 
home audio gear. A big advantage with Triple Wireless is you get an UNLIMITED choice of music streaming 
services since ANY service can cast wirelessly from your devices to Gatecrasher3. Plus wired digital optical 
TOSLINK, COAX S/PDIF and analog in let you play any HiRes music format from external DAC’s, or legacy gear like 
optical discs, vinyl, tape machines etc.  

 

3. A Wireless Multi-Room Audio System:  Gatecrasher3 has an unprecedented array of outstanding multi-room 
audio options from Atlantic Technology. Our growing range of SKAA high-fidelity wireless products consists of 8 
different solutions. This includes indoor and outdoor active speakers, subwoofers, integrated amps and 
headphones. All are easy to use plus you don’t need to find your device and open an app for multi-room use. 
  

 

 

 

         Gatecrasher3 PowerBar System 
        Triple Wireless: Wi-Fi/Bluetooth/SKAA Technologies 

 
 

 

 
Best of CEDIA 2019 Award 

Powerful, Flexible, Simple 
This state-of-the art PowerBar features six 2.5-inch CPP woofers and 
three 3/4-inch aluminum-dome tweeters in an M-T-M L/C/R array, in 
a resonance-free extruded aluminum cabinet with a metal grille 
driven by 360 watts of power for a satisfying sonic experience.   
 

The sophisticated multi-channel DSP includes Dolby Audio® 
processing for Dolby Digital® and Dolby Pro-Logic® plus virtual 
surround from stereo sources to transport the listener into 2, 3 or 5 
channels to an immersive surround Home Theater experience.   



Only one HDMI cable is needed between your TV and Gatecrasher3 so set-up and operation is simple. Featuring 
HDMI ARC it gives you seamless single remote operation of your TV and audio system as well as other CEC devices 
connected to your TV.   
 

Plus Gatecrasher3 transmits SKAA wireless audio from any of your wired or wireless inputs to other individual or 
multi-room SKAA amps, speakers, soundbars, subwoofers and headphones from Atlantic Technology or other 
brands that use SKAA technology. Multi-room setup and operation is simple with no app needed, only the push of 
a button to bond multi-room speakers to play together in a group. Control of all other functions is easy with the 
free Atlantic Technology Gatecrasher app for Android or iOS, the side mounted controls or the included multi-
function IR remote.   
 

“Kick it up!” Gatecrasher3 Home Theater Options – SKAA Wireless Subwoofers and Surround Speakers 
While Gatecrasher3 delivers great bass, it also has an analog subwoofer output so any sub may be easily added to 
extend bass and create a 3.1 system, or better yet, use our compact slim SKAA subs for a wireless connection!   
 

A great benefit of Gatecrasher3 is the SKAA Artificial Intelligence (A.I.) Self Setup to detect and self-install one of 
several Atlantic Technology SKAA wireless Home Theater options and remember user preferences. Gatecrasher3 
detects our SKAA subwoofers and surround speakers and automatically configures operation as a 3.1 or 5.1 
surround system as soon as the new speakers are added, so it’s configured every time you turn it on. 
 

                                                                                                                   
 

    
 

A TV PowerBar with a Big Eco-System of Multi-Room Music Streaming Products 
Atlantic Technology has several SKAA wireless multi-room options for Gatecrasher3. This includes three AW-WS 
Series All-Weather wireless indoor/outdoor speakers, the FS-252 and FS-WSLR1 bookshelf speakers or the STA-
200 integrated amp to power your choice of in-room, in-wall or in-ceiling passive speakers. 
 

The Gatecrasher3 is a fast, easy way to create a wireless streaming audio home by including the ubiquitous 
compatibility of Bluetooth 4.0 plus SKAA wireless tech for high-quality, robust reception. It’s also equipped with 
dual-band 2.4/5 GHz) 802.11 b/g/n/ac Wi-Fi so it can receive music from built-in popular streaming services 
Spotify Connect, Tidal, Qobuz, Deezer and airable internet radio. Plus with DLNA®, you can stream music stored 
on other devices in the home over Wi-Fi. Gatecrasher3 can also cast any audio content to other Gatecrasher 
compatible players in the home such as Gatecrasher1 or additional Gatecrasher3’s over your Wi-Fi network.   
 

Gatecrasher3 features low-latency, high-bandwidth SKAA digital audio that can be relayed independent of Wi-Fi 
to multiple SKAA audio products up to 150 feet away without sync or interference issues because SKAA is 
exclusively designed for and dedicated to Hi-Fi audio use. This means any music or podcast service you have on a 
connected device with casting capability can be streamed in high-quality audio via SKAA or Bluetooth into 
Gatecrasher3 and simulcast to four additional SKAA speaker systems, amps or headphones via SKAA. And you can 
conveniently do it at the press of a button without grabbing your smartphone and opening an app. 

Put Bass in Your Place: Atlantic Technology has two 
affordable, slim, SKAA wireless subs designed for 
Gatecrasher3: the FS-S65 (6.5-inch woofer with integrated 
100 watt amp) or the FS-S8 (8-inch woofer, 150 watts). The 
subs’ wireless SKAA and analog inputs are in a compact, 
slim 7-inch wide cabinet, for easy inconspicuous placement 
under or behind furniture. There’s even built-in wall 
mounts. And the automatic A.I. Self Setup makes it a breeze 
to place or hide the sub where you want.  
 
 
 

Dolby 5.1 Surround Has Never Been Easier: Our FS-WSLR1 active surround speakers turn the 
Gatecrasher3 into a full-blown SKAA wireless Dolby 5.1 home-theater system with compact 
wall-mountable speakers that match Gatecrasher3. With A.I Self Setup, just plug into AC 
power and they automatically detect and connect. SKAA wireless is uniquely suited for 
surround and subwoofer applications since it delivers high-fidelity multi-channel audio with 
super low latency eliminating lip-sync with video or audio sync issues in movies or games.  



The Vast Benefits of SKAA Wireless Technology for Home Theater and Multiroom Audio 
Wi-Fi and Bluetooth tech were developed for data and phones then adapted for entertainment audio.  But 
weaknesses remain with sound quality, interference, dropouts, signal range and high variable latency affecting 
A/V lip-sync and gaming realism. Plus, complex set-up connecting routers, creating passwords and device pairing 
make multi-room systems slow and clumsy. The good news is SKAA simplifies and eliminates all of these issues. 
 

Stage-proven by Music Pros 
SKAA is a home audio version of Professional Audio Wireless technology (PAW) that’s proven in demanding live 
concert performances by leading pro musicians world-wide to reliably stream multiple instruments and singers in 
perfect sync with the high-quality sound pro musicians and audiences demand.   
 

SKAA = High-Fidelity + Reliable Performance 
To eliminate the shortcomings of other tech, SKAA is designed from the ground up for home Hi-Fi, multi-channel 
and multi-room use. Sound quality is clear with full-frequency and dynamic range comparable to wired systems.   
 

Perfect for movie and game use, its 36 milliseconds fixed low-latency audio signal sync from source to receiver is 
50 to 80 times better than other wireless tech with variable latency. Sync between SKAA devices is even lower at 
0.04 milliseconds. This eliminates lip-sync problems watching TV or movies, ensures maximum game performance 
without audio lag and delivers music in perfect sync required for multi-channel and multi-room audio. 
 

SKAA operates in the open global 2.4 GHz band delivering a robust signal up to 150 feet, and reliably does this 
because of its patented channel-hopping Walking Frequency Diversity™ (or WFD) technology with error 
correction. This eliminates interference such as clicks, pops or dropouts even in the noisiest RF environments 
found in tech-laden homes, apartments, businesses or even busy trade shows. 
 

Easy, Convenient, Flexible Connectivity 
No WI-Fi set-up, passwords or pairing is needed to connect SKAA devices; a one button click quickly connects and 
switches devices. Bluetooth, SKAA or analog sound sources can be connected to Gatecrasher3 which contains 
both a SKAA receiver and transmitter. A single SKAA transmitter quickly connects up to four additional SKAA 
amps, speakers Soundbars or headphones simultaneously for single or multi-room use.  
 

SKAA Transmitters Turn Anything into a SKAA Audio Source 

                                                                                                              
 

Wireless without Compromise 
SKAA is a wireless standard ensuring 100% compatibility across a growing number of products and brands.  A 
diverse eco-system is quickly emerging from Atlantic Technology and other companies so consumers can easily 
place or wear a variety of wireless entertainment systems inside and outside the home that are interference and 
hassle-free, without sonic compromise.  
 

Any analog or digital audio device can quickly 
and easily add SKAA capability with no set-up 
or pairing needed; just plug-and-play.  
 

Small, affordable low-cost SKAA digital 
transmitters turn any PC, MAC or NAS into an 
audio source plus iOS and Android devices can 
turn into a SKAA transmitter with adapters for 
USB-A, micro-USB, USB-C, or iOS Lightning 
interfaces, all with ultra-low power 
consumption. Digital TOSLINK and S/PDIF plus 
stereo analog transmitters turn TV’s, AV 
receivers and more into SKAA transmitters.   



Any wireless or wired digital or analog input can be relayed simultaneously to any combination of up to four FS-
WSLR1 surround speakers, STA-200 amps, FS-252 bookshelf systems or AW-WS Series SKAA All Weather 
Speakers, additional Gatecrasher3 PowerBars or our SKAA headphones.   
 

Gatecrasher3’s Ultra-Simple Setup, Connectivity and Control  
Gatecrasher3 has side mounted controls plus a multi-function remote with volume +/-, track +/-. power, direct 
input selection, DSP mode selection, and channel level control. Clear 4-digit 11-segment multi-function LED’s are 
visible for five seconds after remote use through the perforated grill to make operation simple and easy.   
 

                   
 

The Gatecrasher3 app for iOS and Android makes set-up and control easy and is free in the Apple App Store and 
Google Play. Plus a free optional “SKAA cmd” App is for iOS, Android, Mac and PC is at www.skaa.com/tlc/ to 
make multi-room SKAA operation such as group control easy when using separate SKAA transmitters. 
 

Built-In Streaming Audio Services 
Gatecrasher3’s free app allows convenient control of the 5 built-in internet streaming services including airable 
for free access to 20,000 + internet radio stations and podcasts worldwide plus subscription services including 
Spotify Connect and High-Res services Tidal, Deezer and Qobuz. DLNA makes it simple to access your personal 
music collection on all your devices for convenient playback on your system and multi-room connected speakers 
over Wi-Fi. This app has full compatibility with Gatecrasher1, allowing Gatecrasher3 to be used with multiple 
Gatecrasher1’s in a multi-room music streaming network.  
 

                                                     
  

An Exclusive Industry First – Premium Audiophile Headphones for Movies and Gaming 
For a capability that’s an exclusive industry first that NO other soundbar can offer we present the Atlantic’s 
optional FS-BTWS582 SKAA wireless headphones. Switch them on and with Gatecrasher’s SKAA A.I. Self Setup 
they automatically connect to Gatecrasher3 and mute the soundbar audio for the ultimate in convenience. This 
gives lip-sync-free, premium private movie watching or gaming without disturbing others. And for social 
gatherings, up to four 582 SKAA headphone users can privately watch video or play games together with 
individual volume control in perfect sync without lip-sync or gaming lag. This capability is not offered anywhere 
else. Your advanced game console deserves nothing less. 

 

The free Gatecrasher app for iOS 
and Android controls free Internet 
Radio and stores 10 favorite 
stations, accesses 4 built-in 
subscription streaming services, 
“Local Music” plays music from 
your personal device, “Music 
Player” plays music from your 
personal collection stored on PC, 
MAC or NAS over your Wi-Fi 
network and you can also switch 
to Bluetooth or Analog inputs. 

http://www.skaa.com/tlc/


AVS Forum “Best of CEDIA 2019” Award  
  

"IMO, the best soundbar systems are modular and wireless (albeit not cordless - yet!). There are numerous options 
and approaches to wireless soundbar systems and this SKAA wireless Gatecrasher3 and the compatible SKAA 
speakers and subs that work with it form an ecosystem that's more complete than what I see from other 
companies, while promising super low latency that's key for gaming and also for perfect lip-sync. Worth calling 
out with a Best of CEDIA 2019 recognition.  Mark Henninger, Editor AVS Forum  

 
                                          

 

    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Specifications 
Channels   Three LCR, MTM sub-systems for 2/3/5 virtual channels  
Amplifier Capability        360 watts total, 3 channels x 120 watts with DSP crossover 
Surround DSP  Dolby Digital, Pro Logic + selectable virtual surround modes 
DSP Enhancement Selectable DSP Sound Modes; TV, Movie, Music, Standard 
Digital Inputs  SKAA wireless  
   Bluetooth 4.0 with AAC and aptX™ wireless 
   Dual-Band Wi-Fi (2.4/5 GHz) 802.11 ac with DLNA  
   1 x TOSLINK optical (PCM, or Dolby Digital Bit streams) 
   1 x S/PDIF coaxial (PCM or Dolby Digital Bit streams) 
   1 x HDMI with ARC and CEC  
Analog Inputs  1 x stereo RCA L/R  
Outputs Digital, SKAA wireless transmits simultaneously to 4 SKAA 

devices 
   Analog, 1x rear-mounted mono RCA subwoofer output 
Drivers   Woofers: (6) 2.5-inch CPP (Composite Polypropylene) 
   Tweeter: (3) .75-inch aluminum-dome 
SKAA Audio  48 kHz x 16 bit stereo, 20Hz-20 kHz, up to 150 ft range 
SKAA Latency  Source to receiver: 36 ms, fixed. Inter-unit: 0.04 ms fixed 
SKAA Response   20 Hz-20 kHz +/- 3 db 
Gatecrasher3 Response 80 Hz-20 kHz +/- 2 db  
Power   90-240VAC / 50-60 Hz, 19 VDC 3.3A AC adapter 
Dimensions  50.5” W x 4.4” H x 3” D (1283mm x 112mm x 762mm) 
Weight (unboxed) 16.8 lbs., 7.62 kg   
Included Accessories Multi-Function Remote, Wall-Mount Brackets, Power 

Supply, HDMI Cable, RCA Stereo Analog Cable, Digital 
Optical Cable, Free Download Gatecrasher App   

Optional Accessories:     SKAA Transmitters - USB-A, micro-USB, USB-C, iOS Lightning, 
TOSLINK, S/PDIF, 2 channel analog audio.     

 
 
iOS, Android, Bluetooth, Qualcomm, aptX are trademarks of their respective companies.   

  343 Vanderbilt Ave. Norwood, MA 02062 . 781.762.6300 . www.atlantictechnology.com 

  © 2021 Atlantic Technology. Atlantic Technology is a registered trademark.   
   
  Specifications subject to change without notice. 

 

Dolby, Dolby Audio, and the double-D symbol are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories. SKAA and Walking Frequency Diversity are trademarks of Eleven 
Engineering, Inc., Apple App Store and Lightning are a trademarks of Apple, Inc. Android and Google Play are trademarks of Google, LLC. , Wi-Fi, 
Bluetooth, Qualcomm and aptX are trademarks of their respective owners.   

A comprehensive array 
of wireless technologies 

and services are 
included. 

 
 

 
 
 


